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INCOSE UK Chapter PDD Report June 2017 

1 Professional Registration 
We are now actively processing member applications within our new registration agreement with 

the SEE.  

Our first CEng through the “new” process was passed on 30th March 2017 with an INCOSE UK 

interviewer being involved in the Professional Review interview for the first time.  

We have interest from several members who wish to transfer their professional registration “home” 

to INCOSE UK from other organisations (e.g. IET). This was not possible within our previous 

agreement. 

More generally, many INCOSE UK members have engaged with the new application process by 

registering and downloading the application forms. 

More detail of the above is provided by an article in the forthcoming Preview thanks to work from 

Lynn Davis. 

1.1 UK Chapter Affiliated Registrations 
The table below lists the overall number of UK Chapter members recorded on Main INCOSE Website.  

This figure includes those who applied directly via the main INCOSE system as well as those applying 

using our chapter online system. 

Several UK-Chapter members have taken the knowledge on exam to become ASEP accredited in 

recent months.  Eighteen more members have applied for ASEP to date in 2017 and are currently 

working towards the exam and ten are sitting the paper exam on the INCOSE UK Training Day on 7th 

June 2017.  Two members have also upgraded their ASEPs to CSEPs. 

More detail of the above is provided by an article in the forthcoming Preview thanks to work from 

Lynn Davis. 

Level UK Accredited Total recorded on 
Main INCOSE Website 

(April 2017) 

Latest UK Chapter 
Figures* 

ASEP 
 

9 31 36 

CSEP 
 

18 54 60 

ESEP 
 

1 7 7 

 28 92 103 
 
*discrepancy may reflect delay in formal publication/acknowledgement by INCOSE.  Under 
investigation at time of report. 
 

1.2 Competence-based INCOSE Certification Pilot 
In response to a UK Chapter request and following discussions with Courtney Wright, the 

Certification Programme PM, a business case was prepared and submitted to INCOSE Central (with 
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much welcomed volunteer support from Doug Cowper) requesting funding for a UK-based pilot of 

Competence-based CSEP. 

Rather disappointingly, Central were initially reluctant to fund the minimal £10K requested to 

finance the pilot, despite accepting that the business case and pilot was well structured.  However, 

further discussions took place - and following assistance and political pressure from Duncan Kemp 

(with his MOD CAB hat on) - INCOSE Central finally agreed to fund the initial stage of a revised two-

stage pilot.   

In summary, as a result, the initial stage will be reduced to a paper-based assessment of two 

candidates from the MOD, showing proof of concept of the overall assessment mechanism.  These 

two candidates will submit “standard” CSEP paperwork, supplemented by a “personal competence 

statement”.   

Their complete applications and references will be reviewed not just for competence-based CSEP 

but also as a standard CSEP application (for comparison).  The primary difference will be that the 

“Personal Competence Statement” and any associated evidence will be assessed both on paper, and 

during by a face-to-face competence-based interview performed by two trained assessors (Doug 

Cowper and Bruce Elliott). 

It is hoped to complete the initial two paper-based assessments by IS2017.  Clearly, significant 

further funding will need to be required to complete UK Chapter Rollout in due course, but if the 

pilot is successful I believe this will now be forthcoming. 

1.3 Update to Competences Framework 
It is highly likely that the International Competencies Working Group will publish a formal update of 

the basic definitions of an updated set of core SE competencies for publication at IS2017. In the 

months after this, and update of the “guidelines for assessment” will also be published. 

The UK contingent of this INCOSE working group has worked hard to maintain alignment with the 

INCOSE UK Competency Framework (V3) and the look-and-feel of the “new” framework remains 

similar to the published framework meaning that most of the technical content of the extant UK 

Chapter document will be reused or edited to reflect revised scope, easing any future transition by 

companies who have already adopted the UK document. 

The SEP Experience Areas will also be updated in due course to reflect the new suite of 

competencies.  The PDD has been asked to run a webinar for INCOSE sometime during August on 

this topic.  More details to follow. 

1.4 DG Partnership SEMAP Programme 
No formal activity to report this month.  Note however that the Competence-based CSEP pilot has 

been designed to align competencies with SEMAP competence groupings, to future-proof the 

competence-based CSEP programme. 

2 MyCareerPath Tool 
Lynn Davis visited the Engineering Council on 3rd may to attend a mycareerpath forum.  She reports 

that this was a good opportunity to discuss the tool and hear how other institutes are using it for 

CPD sampling. 
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3 MyCareerPath Tool 
The Engineering Council visited INCOSE UK as part of their ongoing audit in support of the renewal of 

professional affiliate status.  

This event was supported, in my absence on business, by the INCOSE UK president.   Many thanks 

for this.   

In response to an initial submission of information INCOSE UK were sent 31 questions for discussion 

on the day.  I am told the review went well and whilst there are a few actions to complete there is 

nothing significant and overall the day went smoothly. 

 
 

 

Ian Presland 

June 2017 


